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2 Ano typeface was originally designed for Another Man
magazine. It is available in various weights and styles
drawn specifically to create typographic patterns when
used together. It is available in the following six weights
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ISSUE 1 AUTUMN/WINTER 2005 UK £ 4.95 IT ¤ 13.00 US $ 14.99 CAN $ 15.95

JOAQUIN PHOENIX PHOTOGRAPHED BY CRAIG MCDEAN

ISSUE 9 AUTUMN/WINTER 2009 UK £4.95 US $19.99

ROBERT PATTINSON PHOTOGRAPHED BY HEDI SLIMANE

The wild ones:
Dennis Hopper,
Ed Ruscha,
Michael Clark,
AA Bronson,
Cyril Duval,
Miles Benjamin
Anthony Robinson,
David de Rothschild,
Javier Peres,
Michel Faber,
These New Puritans,
Thomas Dozol,
Marc Almond,
Sam Tayor-Wood
Leading men:
Christopher Bailey,
Gareth Pugh,
Katie Eary,
Antonio Marras,
Alexis Mabille,
Kris Van Assche

JOAQUIN PHOENIX ON JOHNNY CASH

From the
publishers of
Dazed & Confused
and Another
Magazine

KATE MOSS DRESSES UP IN DIOR HOMME, RICHARD PRINCE AND GLENN O’BRIEN TAKE ON OUTSIDER AMERICA, AND ASIA ARGENTO
REVEALS HER SWEET SIDE. EXCLUSIVE ESSAYS TACKLING GLOBAL ECONOMIC MELTDOWN, SEXUAL DEVIANCE, ADULTERY, AND THE
NEW ART REVOLUTION. SOVIET MODERNIST ARCHITECTURE, PLUS THE ESSENTIAL FASHION FOR MEN THIS SEASON.
BY THE PUBLISHERS OF DAZED & CONFUSED AND ANOTHER MAGAZINE.
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Each weight is available in the following 9 styles

For the spring/summer 2006 collections, Another Man looks to leisure-filled
and luxurious holidays, the sun, the sea, poolside cocktails, sunset in LA,
romance in Naples. According to Marc Jacobs, Miuccia Prada, and Stefano
Pilati, the subversive is no longer appropriate for the well-dressed man. For
Louis Vuitton, Jacobs wanted a 1970s meets The Blue Lagoon feel; Prada
created her own version of an elegant 80s fantasy; and Pilati created an
intellectually stimulating elegance at Yves Saint Laurent. Here, we talk to
the three designers about life, their work, and the smartly dressed nostalgia
of their spring collections.
AnOtherMan 11
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We all wish we could remember:
that person’s name; some elusive
incident buried deep in our
childhood; what exactly it was we
went into the room intending to do.
Memory, for most of us, is, in the
words of Pliny, the Roman author
of the Naturalis Historia, “fickle
and slippery”, an ungraspable,
ever-mutating chaos of images
and ideas. It tricks us, deceives us,
lets us down when we most need
it, and is generally an unreliable
narrator of the story of our life.
Yet for a very small elite of
people – between 50 and 100
individuals at any given time in
history, scientists believe – memory
is not like this at all. For these
people, almost invariably men and
labelled either as autistic savants
or mnemonists, memory is as clear
and absolute as the magazine you
are holding in your hands. They
can “read” the past as easily and
accurately as you are reading
these words. How would it feel to
relive entirely the images, sounds,
smells and emotions of your fifth
birthday party, say, or to read a
novel once and then recite it, all
100,000 words of it, without making
a single mistake? Aren’t you
envious? Well, you shouldn’t be.
Perhaps the most famous
of all literary mnemonists is the
young Uruguayan man described
in Borges’s story, “Funes the
Memorious”. Funes, we are told,
is able to tell the exact time
without even glancing at the
sky. Unlikely, you may think, but
that is nothing compared to his
abilities after he is thrown from a
horse and knocked unconscious.
When he comes to, Funes finds
he has lost the use of his legs, but
that, in recompense, he is able to
remember everything: “The present
was so rich, so clear, that it was
almost unbearable, as were his
oldest and even his most trivial
memories.”
This tale, of course, is fiction.
It has the feel of a fable, an
exaggerated fantasy. And
yet, whether he knew it or not,
Borges was describing an actual

condition. The ability to always
know precisely what time it is, is
a common gift among autistic
savants. Take the case of Orlando
Serrell, a perfectly ordinary
American boy until the day in
August 1979, when, aged 10, he
was hit by a baseball on the left
side of his head. He can recall the
weather, where he was and what
he was doing, for every single day
since that accident.
Take Daniel Tammet, author of
bestselling memoir Born on a Blue
Day, who, like the fictional Funes,
is able to learn a new language
(and to speak it fluently) in just a
few days. Take Derek Paravicini,
the blind, autistic piano prodigy
who, having heard a song once,
is able not only to memorise it but
to reproduce it exactly on the
keyboard.
Above all, take Solomon V
Shereshevskii, the subject of
Russian psychologist AR Luria’s
classic case study, The Mind of
a Mnemonist. Subtitled “A Little
Book About a Vast Memory”, this
slim volume tells the story of “S”,
who was working as a journalist
when his editor sent him to the
scientist to be studied. His editor
was fascinated (and somewhat
disturbed) by his employee’s
ability to memorise, without notes,
everything said in the morning
editorial meeting. S, was baffled
that anyone should find this
extraordinary. Over the course
of nearly 30 years, Luria ran tests
on S, only to admit that he could
find “no distinct limits” to his
patient’s memory. Not only could
he memorise a table of 50 random
numbers, but he could recall them
with equal accuracy 10 or 15 years
later. How was this possible?
S, it was discovered, had
synesthesia (as does Tammet),

meaning that if he heard
somebody’s voice, he would also
simultaneously taste it on his
tongue, feel it on his skin, and
see it as a very specific pattern
of coloured lights. This made it
easier for him to remember all that
had happened to him, but also
made life extremely complicated.
For example, S complained that
he had a poor memory for faces
because they “are constantly
changing”. He could not eat and
read at the same time because
“the taste of the food drowns out
the sense (of the words)”.
Worst of all, he could not
forget. In later years, he worked
as a professional mnemonist, and
had to remember vast series of
random numbers or meaningless
words every night. The problem
was that he could not get them
out of his head afterwards. Even
writing them down and burning
the pieces of paper made no
difference. It took years for S to
come up with a solution to this
problem, though in the end it
was ludicrously simple: when he
consciously wished that he would
forget something, he could. “At
that moment, I felt I was free,” he
recalled. “I felt simply wonderful.”
The moral, surely, is clear.
Forget trying to remember
everything, and be grateful that,
by this time next week, you will
have only the dimmest recollection
of this article.

A P e r f e c t Memory
Can Be More A Curse
Than A Blessing Says
Novelist
Sam
Taylor

Remember
To Forget
64 AnOtherMan Manifesto
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Singer Dandi Wind Belts It
Out Like A Banshee On Stage
But She’s Actually A Mild
Mannered
Hippie
Child

P riMA l
ScrEAM
tHerApy

there staring, it can bring out a bit of primal
anger, which is probably pretty evident.”
Dandi met Szam when her family moved to
Vancouver and she went to art school. Initially,
Dandi made sculptures and performed
movements to Szam’s music, once using 50
heating grates as a wall of percussion. But
soon, she was singing too. “A lot of bands at
the time were maybe too shy to put themselves
on the line. We wanted to do something that
was a proper rock show, with really high
energy and an interesting lead performer: me.”
With her outlandish homemade costumes it’s
no surprise that Dandi’s goal this year is to play
Japan, and she talks excitedly about the
teenagers who hang around Harajuku, posing
for photographs and swapping comic books.
First album Concrete Igloo (named after
the taxidermy museum Dandi grew up next
door to), features a stop-motion animation
video for every song, shot on $20 budgets.
One features Dandi fighting with a plastic
sheet and eventually vomiting blood into a pile
of cardboard boxes, in another, various
disintegrating fruits crawl around the floor.
With a name like Dandilion Wind Opaine
Dandi’s partner in crime, Szam’s Devo-like
Schlase, you can probably guess that Dandi
analogue and sequencer beats. Professing a Having completed their second album, Yolk of
the Golden Egg, this year, the duo move to the
(for short) has hippie parents. The petite
deep love for Kate Bush, Lene Lovich and
Canadian grew up 14 hours north of
Einstürzende Neubauten, as vocalist, Dandi is UK, where both records will be released this
spring. And in keeping with the all-round high
Vancouver, with a sculptor father and activist not one for staring at her shoelaces – she
energy, they’re already working on two more
mother in a little cabin with no running water
throws herself across the stage like a woman
– one “spastic electro album” and one “early
and greenhouses in which they grew their own possessed. “I’m always in pain after every
vegetables. Which might go some way to
show,” she laughs, on the phone from Montreal, goth, Bauhaus album”, with tribal sounds
courtesy of new drummer Evan Pierce.
explaining why she is so good at expressing
where the band moved to avoid Vancouver’s
Text Hannah Lack
her primal rage.
rising rents. “I’m physically aware of my body
On stage, clad in lycra leotards and Ziggy
on stage, but not always aware of where I am. I Photography Mel Bles
Stardust make-up, her band Dandi Wind
go into a sort of trance. The mood of the crowd Concrete Igloo and Yolk of the Golden Egg
will be released this spring.
unleash an electronic storm, courtesy of
really affects my performance – if they stand
100 AnOtherMan Music
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Ano Regular, Ano Half, Ano Quarter and Ano Eighth have
6 been named to demonstrate how their weights correspond
to each other. Ano Half is half the weight of Ano Regular,
Ano Quarter is quarter of its weight and so on.
Examples 1 and 3 opposite uses Ano Eighth Wide, Ano
Quarter Wide and Ano Half Wide. Examples 5 and 6 use
Ano Quarter Upper Lower, Ano Half Upper Lower and Ano
Regular Upper Lower. Examples 2 and 4 use Ano Black in
various styles. All text is in Ano Regular.
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